MONDAY UPDATE
February 4, 2018

Dear Group,

Well, even though it is a new month, last week’s weather reminded us that it is still winter in Columbus. Hope each of you survived – and continuing to do so – as comfortably as possible.

Next week, we conduct the first of our three scheduled Orientation Sessions. As I wrote previously, these are designed primarily for students who have enrolled and are going to St. Anne’s this summer, but they are open to those who would like to learn more about the opportunities.

As a reminder, the dates, times and subject focus for each of three orientation sessions are as follows:

Please save these dates and times:

1. Tuesday, February 12, 2019 – 12:15 – 1:15 – Room 246
2. Tuesday, February 19, 2019 – 12:15 – 1:15 - Room 246
3. Tuesday, February 26, 2019 – 12:15 – 1:15 - Room 246

Lunch will be served – and we promise to expand the menu will expand beyond pizza.

Our goal in each of these sessions is to share information with you about various aspects of your anticipated experience of studying/living abroad – and to invite you to ask/pose whatever questions you might have.

We will have a “subject” for each session. They are as follows:

(1) Tuesday, February 12 - Student Life in the Summer Oxford Program

   a. We will have 4-5 Moritz students who participated in Summer Oxford program offered in prior years join us as a “panel” – think ‘Meet the Press.’ We plan to pepper them with various types of questions. We
want this to be both fun and informative, so the questions we will ask will target some very practical matters, such as (1) what kinds of clothes and items should I pack? (2) how many suitcases/bags should I use? (3) how much time per day should I expect to devote to classwork and studying? or (4) Can one get law-related work during the first half of summer before going to Oxford to more poignant questions about living abroad such as: “what things do you wish you would have done during Oxford but did not?” You, of course, will be invited to ask your own questions.

(2) Tuesday, February 19 - Dr. Christopher Whelan - Co-director of the Moritz Oxford program and member of Oxford teaching faculty.

a. Dr. Whelan, for more than 30 years, has been the Moritz partner who not only teaches courses for both the law students and the OSU undergraduate program but also organizes all course schedules, develops the lecture programs, and arranges our course-related field trips. He is the linchpin of the program experience for all. We will arrange for him to participate via Skype. I’ll be in touch with non-Moritz participating students to try to arrange connections.

(3) Tuesday, February 26. Travel logistics, including passports, finances, airline travel, health insurance, etc.

TRIVIA

1. In the past few years, Moritz faculty members Edward Foley and Katherine Federle have each had books published – Professor Foley’s Ballot Battles and Professor Federle’s Children and the Law. Their publisher is a famous University Press. Guess which one - where its headquarters are located?!!

2. What is the OED? (You are right: it is NOT Wikipedia)

Have a great week.

Professor Stulberg